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Macroview

[ ¶ ]  References are to paragraphs.

There is a serious dearth of systematic research studies

on corporate governance in the region. It is suspected that

weaknesses in corporate governance were partly responsible

for the poor investment decisions and risky financing prac-

tices that led to non-performing loans and large-scale bank-

ruptcy during the Asian crisis. Some post-crisis analyses have

started to blame certain governance factors as leading to the
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crisis, such as lending by banks to related companies, family

control, lack of transparency, poor disclosure rules and weak

regulatory framework. [¶ 4]
The issue of corporate governance arises from the sepa-

ration of ownership and control in the modern corporation.

Managers, who control the operations of a company, gener-

ally own too few shares to ensure that their interests are per-

fectly aligned with those of shareholders. Therefore,

shareholders need to supervise managers to ensure that they

act in their best interests. Essentially corporate governance

deals with the ways in which providers of funds to corpora-

tions assure themselves of getting a return on their invest-

ment by use of incentive contracts and invoking various forms

of legal protection. Legal protection for investors is mainly

manifested through voting rights and the fiduciary duty that

directors owe to shareholders and the company. But poorly

performing or fraudulent directors are rarely held account-

able in countries with weak legal systems. [¶ 6]
Other strong controlling mechanisms include large ac-

tivist creditors and/or investors and an aggressive corporate

takeover environment. Concentrating control in a small num-

ber of investors restores the incentives for monitoring man-

agers. Takeovers, in principle, are useful for removing poor

management practising bad governance. However, in certain

jurisdictions, they can be difficult to mount because of anti-

takeover legislation or sentiment. Large investors are preva-

lent in countries with inefficient legal systems because they

can easily intervene in management without relying on the

legal system. Generally, this is the model most applicable to

Asian companies. [¶ 7]
A problem with the presence of large shareholders is the

possibility that they will expropriate the wealth of minority

shareholders through various means, particularly the pyra-
mid and cross-holding structures commonly observed in

the region. [¶ 8]
An expanded role of the stock market in Asia could theo-

retically facilitate better corporate governance as investors could

sell shares of poorly governed companies. That may, however,

turn out to be a costly process because investors that do so may

have to take large losses. Instead, one could start with more
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related to the degree of development of the legal system and

the rule of law. [¶ 18, 20]
Reforming governments commonly aim to limit the con-

trolling shareholders’ decision-making powers and to make

the group’s identity and their degree of control transparent.

But it is often difficult to identify large shareholders due to

non-disclosure and widespread use of confidential arrange-

ments. [¶ 21]
Reforms in law and regulation and their adherence un-

doubtedly lead to effective corporate governance. It is trite

that there is no common set of laws and regulations that fit all

countries or jurisdictions. Nevertheless, there is one legal and

regulatory requirement that has proven to be necessary in all

corporate systems and, that is, the core requirement for
transparency, predictability and fairness. Transparency and

fairness are worldwide standards for corporate governance

because of increasingly global investing and information tech-

nologies. [¶ 22, 23]
Today, we clearly see the importance of investor pro-

tection in a global investing environment where investors

want proper management of their funds in terms of not only

earning rightful returns but also in terms of protection from

acts of expropriation by company insiders.  Protection of

minority shareholders does not depend only on any one

mechanism but on a combination of institutional structures,

such as disclosure and transparency, legal protection of share-

holder rights and properly liberalized and sequenced capital

markets. [¶ 24]

Listing requirements and disclosure rules cover publicity-

traded companies that are listed on stock exchanges. [¶ 26]
Major persistent problems in disclosure center on:

● non-disclosure of major transactions, related party

transactions, and various risks

● no profit warning when results are below expecta-

tions

● a company’s entry into transactions that are not fair

that shareholders only found  out later

● inadequate management analysis of financial reports

● inaccurate financial statements

● substandard audit reports. [¶ 29]

Basically, there are two major quality criteria for disclo-

sures. The first criterion is that stock price-sensitive informa-

tion should be disclosed immediately. Second, there  should

be regular reporting of relevant and stock price-sensitive
information, such as  movements in shareholdings of direc-

tors and periodic results of operations. Public announcements

are usually made through advertisements and websites and

direct written information to shareholders. In Hong Kong,

China, a key monitoring question concerns the attendance

record of directors because it is considered to be a good indi-

cator of how hard directors work. [¶ 30]
In cases of resistance to such reforms, it should be re-

called these types of compliance requirements are the mini-
mum expected and were only instituted in response to a public

outcry against past bad business practices. [¶ 31]
Credit-based financial systems mean that pricing was

influenced more by government guidance than by market

feasible reforms, such as improving disclosures and introduc-

tion of laws and measures to encourage small shareholders to

sue and hold accountable poor management. [¶ 9]
Regional stock exchanges could require compliance with

a code of conduct; for instance, India requires compliance to

such rules of conduct that include appointment of outside di-

rectors. However, a Code of Best Practices implemented on a

voluntary basis is a better way for implementing and encour-

aging generally-accepted good corporate governance prac-

tices. [¶ 10]
While corporate governance systems differ widely among

OECD countries, they can be broadly divided into two con-
trasting “outsider” and “insider” models. Ultimately, con-

trol relies on the discipline of the capital market, where it

exists. Outsider models require a good flow of information,

ample disclosures, strict trading rules and liquid stock mar-

kets. In the insider model, generally, members of the board

represent the interest of identifiable groups and are in-charge

of monitoring and disciplining management. [¶ 11]
Outsider-based governance systems are market-based,

have a large number of publicly-listed companies, low ratio

of market capitalization to gross domestic product (GDP),

strong institutional investor communities, and dispersed eq-

uity ownership. In contrast, insider governance systems are

oriented to creditor banks, have a high ratio of market capi-

talization to GDP, weak institutional investors and concen-

trated equity ownership. With insider systems, banks are

closely linked to management or owners, and have some eq-

uity ownership of the companies to which they offer univer-

sal banking services. [¶ 12]
Insider systems were perceived as better than outsider

systems before 1990 while the reverse has become true after

1990. However, neither system is inherently superior to the

other. Moreover, convergence of the two systems appears to

be occurring as evidenced by the growing use of capital mar-

kets and acceptance of OECD principles of corporate gover-

nance, among others. [¶ 13, 14]
There are valid concerns in the post-crisis period about

who monitors the banks that monitor companies in insider

systems. The reason for shifting to outsider systems is prima-

rily economic, for example, the perceived decline in economic

performance of high-profile insider based systems like Japan

and Germany compared to the United States. Another reason

is political/social as governments wanted to accelerate social

change as a policy. [¶ 15]
Ownership concentration affects institutional develop-

ment, that in turn affect economic and financial development.

About 75 per cent of companies in nine East Asian countries

can be classified as being affiliated with groups. And group-

affiliated companies are more prone to diversify opportunis-

tically than independent companies. [¶ 16, 17]
There are two determinants of corporate governance,

namely, the form of financing and the ownership structure.

Concentration of ownership and control in East Asian cor-

porate sectors tend to be more related to extension by gov-

ernment of preferential treatment to family members

(so-called “crony capitalism”) and to a reduced ability of

the legal system to protect minority shareholders. In East

Asian countries, concentration of ownership is negatively
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cise application of the model depending on the countries’ cul-

ture and other factors. One should review the real merits of

the performance of bank directors objectively because in a

global and Internet environment, experience teaches us that

the truth will always get out very soon.  The peculiar aspects

of banking heightens the problem of governance because fail-

ure of a bank is costly for the entire country, given the invari-

ably high costs involved in bank bailouts. [¶ 45]

Tracing ownership to the ultimate shareholders shows

that families owned very significant shares of publicly-
listed companies in most Asian countries except Japan.

Family-based shareholders then enhance their control by

such means as:

● pyramid ownership structures

● cross-holdings

● having classes of shares with different voting rights

● appointment of managers who are linked to the con-

trolling owners

● direct control by the ultimate owners. [¶ 47]

International development finance institutions recog-

nized even before the crisis that Asian companies borrowed

too much and expressed concern about the large share of

foreign short-term debts in the case of Korea, Malaysia and

Thailand. However, since earnings easily covered interest

costs, they concluded wrongly that high leverages were ac-

ceptable because of the expectation of continuing good prof-

its. [¶ 48]
Although somewhat stylized, Asians have accepted the

need for strong civil service and business relationships based

on trust. Asians also seem to have high savings rates but are

inefficient in capital allocation while the reverse is true in the

West. [¶ 50]
The prevalence of family corporations is distinctive in

Asia. In perverse cases, this phenomenon results in high fam-
ily but low social return, over-investment and unredeem-

able liabilities. Overall, the Asian experience has been

successful in the products markets but a failure in finance.

For the goods markets, Asian products by virtue of their ex-

port thrust were properly exposed to healthy international

competition, unlike their financial markets which were insu-

lated from the world for too long. [¶ 51]
There is a concern that developing governments might

strictly follow a single model of governance reform, when it is

clear that there is still a marked divergence between U.S.
and European models. There is a more pressing need to change

the environment for corporate governance through a more effi-

cient capital market and stricter enforcement of accounting rules.

These external reforms are considered superior to formal re-

quirements because they enable investors to evaluate compa-

nies correctly and, more importantly, directly. [¶ 59]
Post-crisis, it was observed that foreign investments were

a quick and efficient way to refinance debts, recover fast and

avoid recurrence of the crisis. But the lasting lesson is that for-

eign investors do not want to invest unless they are convinced

of real reforms in corporate governance. In this practical way

foreign investors can helpfully spur corporate governance re-

forms in this important shared endeavour. [¶ 61]

forces, and that industrial development is government-rather

than company-led. Banks, companies and government are

dependent on each other rather than dealing with each other

on an arms’-length basis. Especially in such systems, gov-

ernment used the credit-based financial system to pursue its

industrial development policy. [¶ 32]

Poor bank governance had a corresponding adverse

effect on corporate governance because it allowed banks

to:

● lose interest in monitoring the borrower companies

whose loans were mandated by government

● let companies over-invest and over-borrow

● allow conglomerates to engage in cross-guarantees

and subsidies. [¶ 33]

As a guiding principle, reforms should seek to make it

difficult for companies affiliated with banks to use these banks

as captive sources of low-cost funds for dubious or risky

projects. [¶ 35]
While savings rates are high in Asia, the levels of finan-

cial assets will still be low if institutional investment is un-
derdeveloped. Institutional investors favorably consider

equity investments because it has the best performance over

time. The question is whether they can enhance the value of

equity portfolios by overcoming agency problems through

better monitoring. In recent years, the London Stock Exchange

produced important codes of conduct in specific areas of cor-

porate governance that seem to respond favorably to share-

holders’ activism, see, e.g. the Cadbury Report regarding

responsibilities of directors, the Greenbury Report on execu-

tive compensation and the Hampel Report on general corpo-

rate governance. [¶ 37, 38]
In emerging markets, investors are attracted to their good

growth potential and reasonable valuations, but recognize the

problems of macroeconomic instability, less robust investor

protection laws and possible expropriation of benefits of

growth by controlling shareholders. Institutional investors do,

however, eventually sell shares of under-performing compa-

nies, driving down the stock price. In this way, shareholder

activism usually starts with institutional investors. [¶ 39, 40]
Regionally banks have not done a good job in monitor-

ing the corporate sector and  they have serious governance

problems of their own. As banks are a main source of financ-

ing, they should improve their governance. Internal solu-
tions involve the voluntary practice of good governance
and external solutions involve tools that external institutions

use to influence the governance of banks. [¶ 41]
Board’s composition should be a majority of indepen-

dent directors with independence being defined along the

lines as those of the U.S. Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-

tion,  for instance. Moreover, all bank directors could also

profitably receive a governance manual containing a job de-

scription and a charter of expectations. [¶ 43]
External controls are found effective in the legal duties

of directors, supervision by the central bank, shareholder ac-

tivism, public listing requirements and anti-corruption legis-

lation. [¶ 44]
Obviously, there would have to be differences in the pre-
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Introduction

1. The Corporate Governance Workshop was jointly orga-

nized by the ADB’s Economics and Development Resource

Center (EDRC) and the ADB Institute in the ADB headquar-

ters in Manila. It was divided into two parts, with Part 1 held

from 18 to 19 November 1999 and Part 2 from 22 to 26 No-

vember 1999. Part 1 was designed by EDRC for the dissemi-

nation of the findings of five country case studies (Indonesia,

Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand) on corporate gov-

ernance completed by the ADB under a regional technical

assistance and of the research findings on Corporate Gover-

nance of Family Businesses in Asia by the ADB Institute.

The participants were senior government officials from Indo-

nesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, People’s Re-

public of China, Nepal and Viet Nam.

2. This second part of the Workshop was designed by the

ADB Institute as a follow-up capacity-building exercise with

inputs provided by the concerned ADB staff and other re-

source persons. It had 25 participants from Malaysia, Philip-

pines, Thailand, Korea, Indonesia, People’s Republic of China,

Nepal, Viet Nam, India and Pakistan and they were mostly

senior level officials from the Securities and Exchange Com-

missions, Stock Exchanges, and Corporate Debt Restructur-

ing Agencies. Some of the participants participated in both

Parts of the Workshop. In addition, five private sector repre-

sentatives, two each from Indonesia and Korea, and one from

the Philippines joined Part 2 of the Workshop as participants.

This report gives a summary of the proceedings of the Ca-

pacity-Building Workshop (Part 2).

3. Dr. Jungsoo Lee, Chief Economist of ADB opened Part

2 of the Workshop on behalf of the ADB. He explained that

this is Part 2 of a joint Bank-ADB Institute workshop on cor-

porate governance that started with Part 1 the previous week

with dissemination of the results of a five-country study on

the subject. He said that the country studies were well re-

ceived by the participants and should provide the basis for

country reports that will be done in the Workshop. He em-

phasized that the Workshop should cover the near-term re-

forms that should be introduced to strengthen corporate

governance in affected countries. He reported that corporate

governance has been a part of ADB’s program loans such as

the Financial Sector Reform Programs for crisis-hit countries,

Capital Market Development Programs that focus on reforms

of the boards of the stock exchanges and Enterprise Reform

Programs for privatised SOEs in market transition economies.

He reiterated that ADB shall continue its role in strengthen-

ing corporate governance and shall look to ADB Institute as

its valuable partner and provider of intellectual inputs to its

activities in this area.

4. Mr. S. B. Chua, Director, Capacity Building, ADB Insti-

tute welcomed the participants on behalf of the ADB Insti-

tute. He said that the ADB Institute recognizes the relevance

of corporate governance in the region’s development with its

active program in research and capacity building on this topic.

ADB Institute designed Part 2 of the Workshop to present the

latest knowledge and experience in corporate governance in

Asia. There is a consensus that weaknesses in corporate gov-

ernance were partly responsible for the poor investment deci-

sions and risky financing practices that led to non-performing

loans and large-scale bankruptcy during the Asian crisis. How-

ever, he said that there is a lack of systematic research studies

in corporate governance in the region. Post-crisis analyses

have started to identify factors that led to the crisis such as

lending by banks to related companies, family control, lack

of transparency, poor disclosure rules and weak regulatory

framework. Still, there is a lack of understanding of why and

how these factors weakened corporate governance. Mr. Chua

said that policy and regulatory reforms in corporate gover-

nance are difficult unless these questions are answered. He

called for the building of capacities in developing countries

and for the training of staff so they can understand the issues

and in turn help contribute to designing and implement effec-

tive and sound policies.

5. In outlining the agenda, Mr. Chua explained that the

workshop is designed to: (i) provide a forum for disseminat-

ing the latest research findings on corporate governance in

Asia, (ii) present alternative models of corporate governance

and their strengths and weaknesses, (iii) identify the legal is-

sues and framework for corporate governance, (iv) cover fi-

nancial sector reforms, (v) identify the role that institutional

investors perform in corporate governance and (vi) present

lessons learned from the Asian crisis. He emphasized the im-

portance of the country reports as an opportunity for partici-

pants to evaluate the relevance of the proposed reforms in

corporate governance to their own country’s experience. He

encouraged every participant to interact not only with gov-

ernment officials from countries represented in the Workshop

but also private sector participants who could add their per-

spective to the issues. He looked forward to achieving the

goals of the Workshop.

Key Conceptual Issues

6. Dr. Larry H.P. Lang, Chair Professor of Finance, Chi-
nese University of Hong Kong spoke on Conceptual Issues
in Corporate Governance. He highlighted that corporate gov-

ernance arises from the separation of ownership and control in

the modern corporation. Managers, who control the operations

of a company, own too few shares to ensure that their interests

are aligned with shareholders. The problem is an example of

the agency problem in the sense that shareholders need to su-

pervise managers to ensure that they act in their interest. Cor-

porate governance deals with the ways in which providers of

funds to corporations assure themselves of getting a return on

their investment. Dr. Lang pointed out two important ways that

shareholders can control managers, namely, by use of incen-

tive contracts and invoking various forms of legal protection.

In principle, shareholders and managers could agree on incen-

tive contracts that are contingent on all possible future condi-

tions and actions by the manager. However, this is too costly

and managers end up being in a position to pursue their own,
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rather than shareholders’ interests. Empirical evidence indicates

that incentive contracts do not completely solve the agency

problem. Legal protection for investors is mainly manifested

in voting rights and the fiduciary duty of directors to share-

holders. There are limitations in relying on legal protection

because companies violate the voting rights of small sharehold-

ers without crossing legal limits, for example, by making vot-

ing procedures inconvenient for shareholders. Similarly, poorly

performing directors are not held accountable in countries with

weak legal systems.

7. Dr. Lang explained that the board of directors is respon-

sible for supervising managers but is subject to the “free rider”

problem, i.e., the tendency of small shareholders to rely on

others to monitor managers on their behalf with the end re-

sult that there is too little monitoring of management. He stated

that concentrating control in a small number of investors re-

stores the incentives for monitoring managers. Three forms

of concentration were discussed, namely, large creditors, cor-

porate takeovers and large investors. Large creditors have

monitoring power based on requirements they impose regard-

ing default and debt covenants. However, even when there is

violation of the debt contract, creditors could only enforce

their rights in a costly and inefficient way. Most settlements

of troubled debts occur outside the legal system. When bad

states prevail, creditors do not have the capacity to control

managers. Takeovers, in principle, are useful for removing

poor management. However, they are difficult because of anti-

takeover legislation, even in the United States. Large inves-

tors are prevalent in countries with inefficient legal system

because they can easily intervene in management without re-

lying on the legal system. Since this is the model that is most

applicable to Asian companies, Dr. Lang discussed aspects of

large shareholder systems in further detail.

8. Large shareholder control of companies is much more

common in Asian countries. The evidence indicates that widely

held corporations are common in the United States but much

less so in other parts of the world except Japan and the United

Kingdom. There is a substantial presence of second large

shareholders in many countries, suggesting that they have im-

portant roles in monitoring the company. A problem with the

presence of large shareholders is the possibility that they will

expropriate the wealth of minority shareholders through vari-

ous means. Dr. Lang explained that certain structures of groups

of companies facilitate expropriation, particularly the pyra-

mid and cross-holding structure. Ownership and control are

separated through pyramiding and cross-holdings to benefit

large shareholders and potentially facilitate expropriation of

minority shareholders’ wealth. Dr. Lang gave several examples

of pyramid structures in Hong Kong, China where he demon-

strated the divergence in cash flow rights from control rights.

When cash flow rights are much smaller than control rights,

there is a greater incentive and ability of the controlling share-

holders to expropriate by transferring wealth up the pyramid.

Prior studies reveal that investors recognize this problem as

evidenced by the lower stock market valuation of companies

whose controlling shareholders have low ratio of cash flow

rights to control rights.

9. Workshop participants raised several questions during

the open forum. One question was whether the role of the

stock market could facilitate better corporate governance. Dr.

Lang agreed with the observation that investors could sell

shares of poorly governed companies. However, he observed

that it may be a costly process because investors that do so

may have to take large losses, something not all investors

will do just to discipline management. Another question raised

was regarding what changes are necessary to improve corpo-

rate governance in Asia. Dr. Lang said that in the context of

concentrated ownership of companies in Asia, it is not going

to be easy to effect major changes. A question was raised re-

garding whether banks can convert their debts to equity to

enable them to monitor the company as shareholders. Partici-

pants pointed out that conversion of debt to equity is done

only by regulatory or judicial fiat because banks prefer to

rehabilitate the company under provisions like Chapter 11.

10. Some participants observed that because conditions are

unfavourable to minority shareholders, a government super-

visory body should step in to protect shareholders. Some par-

ticipants pointed out the need for the stock exchanges to

require compliance with a Code of Conduct. India was cited

as an example requiring compliance to such rules of conduct

that include appointment of outside directors. Others suggested

that a Code of Best Practices implemented on a voluntary

basis is a better way of implementing good corporate gover-

nance. Dr. Lang emphasized the importance of having a strong

second largest shareholder. A recommendation was to have a

legal provision allowing shareholders to sue. Being a sub-

stantial shareholder, the second largest shareholder has more

incentives to sue a poorly performing management. There was

a question from a participant on whether resource transfers

constitute expropriation considering that the transfer remains

a liability of the transferee. Dr. Lang responded by saying

that resource transfers up the pyramid are a way of imple-

menting expropriation.

Alternative Systems of Corporate
Governance

11. Dr. John Thompson, ADB Consultant, Extended Mis-
sion in Korea, addressed Alternative Systems of Corpo-
rate Governance in OECD countries: Strengths and
Weaknesses. He highlighted the fact that while corporate gov-

ernance systems differ widely among OECD countries, they

can be divided into two contrasting models: “outsider” and

“insider” models. In the outsider model prevalent in the United

States and United Kingdom, the managers are relatively free

from control from the board. Control relies on the discipline

of the capital market, where widely dispersed investors own

the company. If management neglects shareholder value, in-

vestors react by selling shares, depressing the value of shares

and exposing the company to hostile takeovers. The outsider

model requires a good flow of information, ample disclosures,

strict trading rules and liquid stock markets. In the insider

model found in most other OECD countries, members of the

board represent the interest of identifiable groups and are in
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charge of monitoring and disciplining management. This

model is characterized by concentrated shareholdings. The

markets for corporate control in such countries are weak.

12. After defining these two basic models, Mr. Thompson

compared their characteristics relating to patterns of finan-

cial intermediation, role of banks, legal and regulatory sys-

tems and patterns of control, among others. He explained that

outsider-based governance systems are market-based, have a

large number of publicly-listed companies, low ratio of mar-

ket capitalization to gross domestic product (GDP), strong

institutional investor communities, and dispersed equity own-

ership. In contrast, insider governance systems are oriented

to creditor banks, have a high ratio of market capitalization to

GDP, weak institutional investors and concentrated equity

ownership. The role of banks in outsider governance systems

is at “arms’ length” because banks have limited equity own-

ership in companies and offer banking and investment ser-

vices separately. In insider systems, banks are closely linked

to management or owners, have some equity ownership of

companies and offer universal banking services.

13. The legal and regulatory structure of outsider systems

recognizes the primacy of shareholders because it sees the

corporation as serving its shareholders. There are well-devel-

oped investor protection systems including securities laws and

self-regulation systems. Companies work within legal frame-

works featuring one share one vote, adversarial conflict reso-

lution, contractual relationship with stakeholders and the

possibility of hostile takeover. The legal framework for in-

sider systems tends to be ambiguous regarding the position

of shareholders, vests in the corporation a broad social role

under social legislation, has poorly developed investor pro-

tection systems, protects incumbent management, recognizes

stakeholders and does not make hostile takeovers possible.

The pattern of control in outsider systems features dispersed

ownership, separation of ownership and management that

leads to agency problems, and a tendency for management to

look at the short-term, e.g., achievement of quarterly forecast

earnings. For insider systems, control is defined by concen-

trated ownership, strong control by owners over their manag-

ers (no agency problem), lack of commitment by management

to all shareholders and lack of focus by management on goals.

Mr. Thompson noted that insider systems were seen as better

than outsider systems before 1990 while the reverse is true

after 1990.

14. Mr. Thompson concluded that neither system is inher-

ently superior to the other and that both have their own

strengths and weaknesses. Insider systems could pursue

projects with long-term pay-offs and resolve issues using con-

sensus while outsider systems could facilitate corporate re-

structuring better. Convergence of the two systems appears

to be occurring as evidenced by the growing use of the capi-

tal markets, increasing share of ownership by institutional

investors, cross-listing of equities in various exchanges, ef-

forts to promote equity cultures, loss of confidence on insider

models and adoption of OECD principles of corporate gover-

nance, among others.

15. During the open forum, participants raised concerns re-

garding who monitors the banks that monitor companies in

insider systems. Banks are themselves subject to outsider-

based corporate governance because many of them are listed

and widely-held. Universal banks are quasi-public institutions

and subject to heavy regulation by the central banks in OECD

countries. Participants also raised questions regarding the rea-

sons for shifting toward outsider systems.  In Mr. Thompson’s

view, the reason for shifting to outsider systems is primarily

economic, for example, the decline in economic performance

of insider based systems like Japan compared to the United

States. Another reason is political/social as governments

wanted to accelerate social change as a policy.

16. Dr. Larry Lang presented Corporate Governance
Structures in Asian Countries: An Overview and Main
Current Issues. He stated that the aim of his presentation

was to show how ownership concentration and group affilia-

tion of companies are related to the degree of diversification,

economic development and financial development of East

Asian countries. He wanted to present quantitative measures

of ownership concentration, group affiliation and diversifica-

tion. He said that ownership concentration affect institutional

development, that in turn affect economic and financial de-

velopment.

17. Regarding diversification, Dr. Lang’s comparative data

on the United States, Japan and eight East Asian countries

show differences in patterns of diversification. U.S. compa-

nies are less integrated and focused on one or two segments.

East Asian companies expand in vertical and horizontal busi-

nesses, a tendency that probably contributed to the rapid eco-

nomic growth in the region. The average number of business

segments in U.S. companies in the 1970s and 1980s of around

2 to 2.5 was similar to those of Asian countries in the 1990s,

suggesting a time lag in diversification patterns. Both U.S.

and Asian companies have been reducing unrelated segments

and are moving toward more vertical integration. Regarding

business groups, Dr. Lang started out by observing that 75

per cent of companies in nine East Asian countries are affili-

ated with groups. He showed that group-affiliated companies

are more likely to diversify than independent companies.

While the stock market assigns a lower value to (or discounts)

diversified companies, group members have a lower discount

than independent companies. Dr. Lang explained this result

by noting that greater use of internal markets by groups of

companies mitigates the discount. He stated that the group’s

value discount was more likely due to the ability of control-

ling shareholders in groups of companies to expropriate wealth

of minority shareholders, a benefit that in turn motivates the

formation of groups.

18. He concluded his presentation by stating that concentra-

tion of ownership and control in East Asian corporate sectors

tend to be related to extension by government of preferential

treatment to family members (so-called “crony capitalism”)

and to a reduced ability of the legal system to protect minor-

ity shareholders, promote transparency and implement strict

market-based rules. He showed a graph indicating that in East
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Asian countries, concentration of ownership is negatively re-

lated to the degree of development of the legal system and

the rule of law.

19. Various points were raised during the open forum fol-

lowing Dr. Lang’s lecture. One question raised was on

whether the stock market is efficient enough to discount the

value of groups when there is anecdotal evidence in Hong

Kong, China that investors do not react correctly to clear

acts of expropriation. Dr. Lang said that the results at the

aggregate market level indicate that investors understand ex-

propriation and discount its effects.  He said that one ex-

pects a negative relationship between pyramiding and

profitability because large shareholders over-invest and self-

deal to the detriment of small shareholders. A participant

pointed out that the United States and other countries have

groups of companies but expropriation is not an issue, sug-

gesting that there are other benefits of this structure. Dr. Lang

said that an economic rationale for groups is the creation of

internal capital markets, an important benefit for countries

with constrained financing sources. However, he said that it

may not be an advantage in Asia where, as events proved

later, access to internal capital from affiliated financial in-

stitutions caused companies to over-invest.

Legal, Regulatory and Institutional Issues

20. Professor Hideki Kanda, University of Tokyo, Japan,
gave a presentation on Legal and Regulatory Reforms for
Effective Corporate Governance. He indicated that he would

discuss whether, and to what extent, law and regulation con-

tribute to effective corporate governance. According to him,

there are two determinants of corporate governance, namely,

the form of financing and the ownership structure of compa-

nies. Because companies come to the capital markets to raise

funds, Prof. Kanda said that laws on investor protection and

fair and orderly markets are necessary. There is also a need for

a strong “watchdog” agency that functions like the U.S. SEC.

The nature of legal protection depends on ownership, particu-

larly for two types of ownership structures: the institutional

investor and the group of companies. Government regulates

institutional investors that collect money from the general pub-

lic. Regulation of pooled investment schemes has become an

important part of capital market regulation. The governance of

institutional investors became the subject of regulation to pre-

vent conflict of interest, protect public beneficiaries and make

their management accountable to public investors.

21. Professor Kanda addressed the regulation of group struc-

tures in some detail. He said that the basis for regulation is to

counter a tendency for controlling shareholders to maximize

their profits by putting the interest of their group above the

interest of other shareholders. Thus the controlling sharehold-

ers can expropriate the wealth of minority shareholders. Prof.

Kanda noted that governments do not consider the danger of

expropriation important enough to prohibit the groupings of

companies as an ownership structure. He gave the example

of U.S. courts in the 19th century that showed hostility to-

ward holding companies, though currently all but ignore

groups of companies. Even Germany, he noted, devotes sub-

stantial legislative and judicial attention to groups of compa-

nies (Konzernrecht) but does not prohibit them. Instead, what

governments commonly aim to do is to limit the controlling

shareholders’ decision-making powers and to make the group’s

identity and their degree of control transparent. Even then,

Prof. Kanda pointed out that enforcement of such regulations

could be a problem for two reasons. One, it is difficult to

identify large shareholders due to non-disclosure and wide-

spread use of confidential arrangements. Two, even without

shareholdings, shareholders can achieve control in various

alternative ways. Difficulties in enforcing the ways whereby

large shareholders exercise control explain why very few

countries, with only Germany as a visible exception, have

adopted group-specific company laws.

22. In conclusion, Professor Kanda stated that reforms in

law and regulation may well lead to effective corporate gov-

ernance. However, he emphasized that there is no common

set of laws and regulations that fit all countries or jurisdic-

tions, just like there are a variety of company laws and corpo-

rate governance systems. He recommended that each country

consider the reforms that are suitable for its own conditions.

He stated that there is only one legal and regulatory require-

ment that is proven to be necessary in all corporate systems

and, that is, the requirement for transparency and fairness.

23. During the open forum, Prof. Kanda said that transpar-

ency and fairness are  global standards for corporate gover-

nance because of increasingly global investing and information

technologies.  While it is a simple requirement, Professor Kanda

noted that even the leading companies in the world are not nec-

essarily transparent. He gave as an example the relative lack of

transparency in the selection process of Toyota’s CEO com-

pared with the process in U.S. companies that are done through

board committees. Regarding institutional investors, a partici-

pant noted that a change in ownership toward more institu-

tional investors is good because these institutions are good

monitors of management. As capital markets develop, individual

investors become monitors of companies. Prof. Kanda said that

in that case, legal protection of minority shareholders become

important especially those against modification of voting rights,

shareholder participation in annual meetings and call by share-

holders for dismissal of managers. A participant raised the ques-

tion of what legal framework is suitable if government adopts

the capital market system for sound corporate governance. Prof.

Kanda responded that the legal system should strengthen the

Company Law and the Insolvency Law. Prof. Kanda reiterated

his conclusion that regulatory reforms must be policy-oriented

and aimed at improving current country-specific corporate gov-

ernance systems and at moving toward market-based systems

where transparency and fairness are the norms of conduct.

24. Mr. Eugenio Reyes, Executive Director, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Philippines, made a presentation
on the Protection of the Rights of Minority Shareholders
and Other Stakeholders in the Philippines. He discussed

the importance of investor protection in a global investing
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environment where investors want proper management of their

funds in terms of not only earning rightful returns but also in

terms of protection from acts of expropriation by company

insiders. Being outsiders, capital market investors want to see

a legal infrastructure that provides sufficient protection. He

emphasized that in the end, the protection of minority share-

holders do not depend only on any one mechanism but on a

combination of institutional structures, such as disclosure and

transparency, legal protection of shareholder rights and liber-

alized capital markets, among  the key factors.

25. Mr. Reyes provided the background for the legal provi-

sions by mentioning that relatively few conglomerates domi-

nate the Philippine corporate sector. Hence the dominant motive

for the legal provisions is the possible abuse of powers by con-

trolling shareholders.  He listed the rights of stockholders un-

der the Philippine Corporation Code as follows: (i) right to

information about the condition of the company including the

right to inspect the books of the company; (ii) right to call for a

meeting of shareholders to decide on vital corporate issues;

(iii) right to cumulative voting to help ensure that minority share-

holders elect a representative in the board; (iv) pre-emptive

right to ensure that their proportionate shareholdings shall not

be diluted by new issues of shares; and (v) appraisal right or

the right to withdraw from the corporation and demand pay-

ment of the fair value of the shares they hold. It is the task of

the SEC to enforce these rights, for which purpose it has a quasi-

judicial function, i.e., it could order a company to comply and

impose penalties for non-compliance.

26. In addition, SEC set up disclosure rules covering com-

panies that are listed in the stock exchange. Three rules that

impact minority shareholders are:

● the requirement of annual, quarterly and current reports to

ensure that minority shareholders know enough about the

current condition and performance of their company

● the proxy rule to ensure that minority shareholders know

the agenda of shareholders’ meeting and could delegate their

right to vote with full awareness of relevant information

● the information statement rule requiring management to pro-

vide each shareholder with consolidated audited financial

statements, management’s analysis of financial position and

current market price and dividends on the company’s shares

27. In the open forum, Mr. Reyes extended his discussion of

the quasi-judicial powers of the Philippine SEC, including its

powers to hear litigation regarding fraudulent acts of a com-

pany, issues in election of directors, and petition for suspen-

sion of payment to creditors. A participant raised a question

regarding the nature of penalties imposed by SEC for non-

compliance. Mr. Reyes stated that SEC could be better en-

forcers if shareholders actively pursue their rights. When

shareholders are passive, SEC is left alone in enforcing the

provisions of the Code and is consequently not effective. For

this reason, he said, SEC supports a current move to establish

an Institute of Company Directors. Such an association can

require a code of conduct among directors that includes pro-

tection of minority shareholder rights.

28. Another question raised by participants concerned the ef-

fectiveness of proxy rule. Mr. Reyes explained that the Philip-

pine Corporation Code requires a two-thirds majority vote on

key issues affecting the company. The higher majority require-

ment may be sufficient to curb abuses by controlling share-

holders when 2nd and 3rd largest shareholders align themselves

with minority shareholders in a vote that is supported by proxy

rules. Another question was whether the Philippines has provi-

sions for derivative suits. Mr. Reyes stated that there are no

specific provisions in the Corporation Code allowing class ac-

tion suits but the legal system in general would allow share-

holders to file class action suits. He observed that this right

builds pressure on management, especially when many share-

holders simultaneously file suits. A participant contributed the

observation that foreign investors are the most important ben-

eficiaries of minority shareholder protection because they can

never be major shareholders. In countries like Indonesia, legal

protection is necessary to attract urgent investments in the bank-

ing sector. A participant from Nepal noted that in less devel-

oped countries, shareholders are not aware of how corporations

operate and their rights, and so do not contest actions by con-

trolling shareholders. He asked to what extent the Philippine

SEC promotes shareholder activism. Mr. Reyes said that SEC

conducts information campaigns to increase awareness of in-

vestors’ rights and the fiduciary responsibility of directors.

29. Mr. Edward K.F. Chow, Chairman, Corporate Gov-
ernance Committee, Hong Kong Society of Accountants
and Executive Chairman, China Infrastructure Group,
Hong Kong, China spoke on Effective Transparency and
Disclosure Systems for Corporate Governance. He started

his lecture on transparency and disclosure systems with a re-

view of the historical developments, essentially reporting a

convergence toward global best practices in governance and

disclosure systems from 1987 to 1997. Some of the highlights

pointed out by him were the October 1987 crash, the Cadbury

Report following scandals in 1992, and the Greenbury Re-

port of 1995. The rationale for transparency and accountabil-

ity is the need to ensure that expectations of providers of capital

(investors and lenders) are in harmony with seekers of capital

(management and controlling shareholders that appointed

them).

Mr. Chow identified examples of problems in disclosure

as follows:

● non-disclosure of major transactions, related-party

transactions, and various risks

● no profit warning when results are below expectations

● a company’s entry into transactions that are not fair

and that shareholders only found out about later

● inadequate management analysis of financial reports

● inaccurate financial statements

● substandard audit reports

30. Mr. Chow then discussed two major quality criteria for

disclosures. The first criterion is that stock price-sensitive

information should be disclosed immediately. These include

major transactions, changes in key shareholdings, loss of key

customers or persons, major litigation, insider trading of shares

and major changes in the company’s economic environment.
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The second criterion is regular reporting of relevant and stock

price-sensitive information like movements in shareholdings

of directors and periodic results of operations. The systems

for disclosure in Hong Kong, China are public announcements

through advertisements and websites and direct written in-

formation to shareholders. The annual report is probably the

most important piece of disclosure of a company. In Hong

Kong, China, it consists of corporate information, a corpo-

rate governance statement, a directors’ business review, au-

dited financial statements and an auditors’ report. Mr. Chow

explained the corporate governance statement as being pre-

pared by the Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee

of the board. The report covers, among others, directors’ at-

tendance of board meetings, attendance in the Audit and Re-

muneration Committee meetings, description of the

functioning of the internal control system, movements in se-

nior management and qualifications of the chief financial of-

ficer and the company secretary. Mr. Chow reported that in

Hong Kong, China, a key monitoring question concerns the

attendance record of directors because it indicates how hard

directors work. He concluded that companies that comply with

disclosure requirements tend to be favored by the market.

31. During the open forum phase of Mr. Chow’s presenta-

tion, a participant raised the question of how to determine

whether an information item is stock price-sensitive. Mr.

Chow responded that in Hong Kong, China, information an-

nouncements require prior approval by the stock exchange.

The stock exchange analyzes the information and decides

whether it is price-sensitive based on its judgment and ex-

perience. A participant requested Mr. Chow to explain the

experience of Hong Kong, China with insider trading. Mr.

Chow reported that Hong Kong, China set up an Insider

Dealing Tribunal that is staffed by volunteers to handle cases

of insider dealing. There have been a few successful indict-

ments resulting in legislative reforms, penalties to offend-

ers and penalties involving barring of directors. Another

participant raised a question on how to balance disclosure

requirements because the substantial costs of compliance

could adversely affect the financial performance of compa-

nies. Mr. Chow responded by stating that compliance re-

quirements are the minimum required and were only

instituted in response to public outcry against bad business

practices.

The Financial Sector and Corporate
Governance

32. Prof. Kwang Suon Chung, College of Business Ad-
ministration, Chung-Ang University, Korea, spoke on the

Role of Financial Sector Reforms in Promoting Effective
Corporate Governance. He gave a summary of governance

problems that financial reforms can partly address. He enu-

merated and explained corporate governance problems in the

Korean context as follows: (i) inefficiently functioning board

of directors that are insider-dominated and controlled by large

shareholders, (ii) non-existence of a market for takeover be-

cause the securities markets protect an entrenched manage-

ment, (iii) lack of transparency in face of many internal group

transactions and problems of accounting, (iv) weak legal pro-

tection of investors because minority shareholder rights are

restricted and absence of facility for class action suits, and

(v) weak product market competition due to legal and other

entry barriers and inefficient bankruptcy system serving as

an exit barrier. Against this background, Dr. Chung explained

that a fundamental cause of these governance problems is the

credit-based financial system of the Korean corporate sector.

In particular, the main sources of funding of companies are

bank loans. Even bonds were under bank guarantees. Equity

constituted a minor funding source. He reported that the credit-

based financial system meant that pricing was influenced more

by government guidance than by market forces, industrial

development is government-rather than company-led.  Banks,

companies and government are dependent on each other rather

than dealing with each other at arms’ length. Altogether, the

government used the credit-based financial system to pursue

its industrial development policy.

33. Dr. Chung explained that credit-based financial system

adversely affected the governance of banks because it: (i)

stifled their entrepreneurial spirit, (ii) caused them to neglect

performance evaluation of government-appointed managers,

(iii) discouraged monitoring of bank management by share-

holders, and (iv) caused loans that were linked to political

contributions and bribes. Poor bank governance had a corre-

sponding adverse effect on corporate governance because it

allowed banks to: (i) lose interest in monitoring the borrower

companies whose loans were mandated by government, (ii)

let companies over-invest and over-borrow, and (iii) allow

chaebols to engage in cross-guarantees and subsidies.

34. Dr. Chung then presented the financial sector reforms

now under implementation in Korea. They are being intro-

duced in response to Korea’s long history of support to the

corporate sector using the financial system and that caused

some of the governance problems which became evident dur-

ing the financial crisis.

These reform measures are aimed at:

● improving governance of banks and other financial in-

stitutions

● improving supervision of financial institutions

● augmenting and liberalizing the capital market

● curbing the powers of industrial companies that con-

trol financial institutions

Dr. Chung gave examples of each class of reforms. Im-

proving governance of financial institutions includes:

● requiring a majority of directors of boards to be inde-

pendent

● imposing fiduciary responsibilities on directors

● requiring a compliance officer for investment trust

companies

● filing of civil suits against directors of failed institu-

tions for misconduct

In the end, reforms in governance of banks are intended

to improve the screening and monitoring of borrowers. Im-
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proving the supervision of financial institutions entail the fol-

lowing steps:

● creating a supervisory commission

● expanding disclosure requirements on financial prod-

ucts

● requiring that securities holdings be marked to market

● strengthening loan classification procedures

● setting prudential rules for foreign currency exposure.

In the end, improved supervision of banks should lead to closer

monitoring by banks of the credit risk of borrower companies

35. Expanding and liberalizing the capital markets involve

the following measures: (i) removing limits on holdings by

foreign companies, (ii) introduction of closed-end investment

companies, (iii) full liberalization of foreign exchange trans-

actions, and (iv) providing foreign direct investment with a

one-stop service. Dr. Chung stated that reforms are intended

to increase foreign investment and improve the operations of

the capital market. An important reform area pointed out by

Dr. Chung is the reform measures focused on companies that

own financial institutions. Those reform measures are: (i) ma-

jority of boards should be independent directors, (ii) require-

ment to set up an audit committee and nominating committee

and to appoint a compliance officer, and (iii) reduction of rep-

resentation requirement for exercise of shareholder rights. In

the end, the reforms seek to make it difficult for companies

affiliated with banks to use these banks as sources of low-

cost funds.

36. During the open forum, a participant noted that other

countries with credit-based systems like Germany do not

have the same problem as Korea, suggesting that it may not

be the system but implementation. Dr. Chung pointed out

that in Korea, there was heavy government intervention in

the banking system unlike in Germany. Also in Korea, the

maximum shareholding limit of 4 percent prevents share-

holders from influencing a bank’s decisions. Another par-

ticipant asked whether auditors in Korea are generally

independent and reputable because if they are, they could

have identified many of the governance problems. Dr. Chung

replied that because there are ample incentives for conceal-

ing bad news, companies continue to manipulate financial

statements. Self-regulatory institutions did not work and

administrative penalties need to be introduced and imposed.

Similarly, bank supervisory agencies, being not independent

of the government, did not perform their monitoring duties

well. A participant asked whether the mistakes of govern-

ment were the root problem of the corporate governance

problems in Korea. Dr. Chung responded by saying that

government has been part of the problem primarily because

it shielded companies from market forces.

37. Dr. John Thompson spoke on the Role of Institutional
Investors in Promoting Effective Corporate Governance.
He started his presentation with a description of the increas-

ing institutionalization of wealth in OECD countries. Institu-

tional investors account for a rising share of financial assets,

national income, financial intermediation and collective in-

vestments. He pointed out that while savings rates are high in

Asia, the levels of financial assets will still be low if institu-

tional investment is underdeveloped. Institutional investors

are an identifiable pool of collectively-owned assets managed

by professional asset managers that are linked to a funds man-

agement industry. Its objective is to maximize returns subject

to a mandate and as such, is driven by performance as mea-

sured against an index. It has a fiduciary duty to investors

supported by law and regulation and market competition. Dr.

Thompson explained that various factors promoted the growth

of institutional investments, particularly the good access to

professional management, diversification and low transaction

cost they provide to small investors. The regulatory regime,

need to assure retirement income, availability of new prod-

ucts and declining confidence in public pensions are the other

factors that drive market growth. He classified the approaches

to regulation of institutional investments as either directive,

i.e., based on supervision of portfolios and products or non-

directive, i.e., disclosure-based.

38. Dr. Thompson moved into the topic of corporate gover-

nance by pointing out that institutional investors favorably

consider equity investment because it has the best performance

over time. The question is whether they can enhance the value

of equity portfolios by overcoming agency problems through

better monitoring. He discussed the origins of investor activ-

ism in the United States as driven by observations that com-

panies lose value to shareholders because of under-

performance, excessive executive compensation, conglomer-

ate expansion and setting up of takeover defenses. He pre-

sented shareholder activist methods evolved in the United

States. like challenges to management during annual share-

holders’ meetings, formation of institutional investor groups,

pressure by groups on SEC and the stock exchanges and gen-

erally “making life unpleasant for under-performing manage-

ment”. He continued with a description of investor activism

in the United Kingdom where there is a high concentration in

the funds industry. Committees sponsored by the London

Stock Exchange produced codes of conduct in specific areas

in corporate governance that seems to respond to sharehold-

ers’ activism, like the Cadbury Report regarding responsibili-

ties of directors, the Greenbury Report on executive

compensation and the Hampel Report on general corporate

governance.

39. Dr. Thompson stated that global investor activism seemed

to have taken root because of internationalization of institu-

tional investment, the national efforts to build equity cultures,

general acceptance of shareholder value as a criteria for man-

agement performance and the presence of OECD, ADB and

other agencies and international associations that supported

initiatives to reform corporate governance. Focusing on

emerging markets, Dr. Thompson noted that investors are at-

tracted to their good growth potential and reasonable valua-

tions but recognize problems of macroeconomic instability,

less robust investor protection laws and possible expropria-

tion of benefits of growth by controlling shareholders. He

concluded that because insider groups are likely to dominate

emerging-market companies in the near future, there is a need
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to assure fair treatment of minority shareholders including

improved access to redress.

40. Two questions were raised in the course of Dr.

Thompson’s lecture. One was how institutional investors can

be set up in low-income countries. Dr. Thompson said that

one could start with setting up alliances with international

asset management companies instead of starting out as a full-

fledged fund in the country. He agreed that institutional in-

vestors have high set-up costs and gaining expertise on one’s

own takes a long time. A second question was whether there

is a relation between institutional investment and good cor-

porate governance. Dr. Thompson said that institutional in-

vestors sell shares of under-performing companies, driving

down the stock price. Management pay attention to the ex-

tent that their compensation depends on share price. Further,

he said that shareholder activism usually starts with institu-

tional investors.

Corporate Governance of Banks

41. The Workshop Chairman opened this session with the

statement that the Asian crisis revealed that banks have not

done a good job in monitoring the corporate sector and that

they have serious governance problems of their own. He said

that because banks are a main source of financing, they

should improve their governance.  The resource person for

the session, Mr. Arvind Mathur, Senior Investment Of-
ficer, ADB gave a presentation of Corporate Governance
of Banks by examining the problem of poor governance of

banks and discussing the internal solutions involving the

voluntary practice of good governance and external solu-

tions involving tools that external institutions use to influ-

ence the governance of banks. Finally he proposed a

methodology that he termed “Camel-in-a-Cage”  for evalu-

ating the governance of banks.

42. He defined corporate governance as the conduct of di-

rectors and its aim as to maximize shareholder value while

satisfying stakeholders. He presented some tests as to whether

or not directors discharge their fiduciary duties summarized

as the conduct of due diligence and devoting time and effort

to the tasks at hand. He cited examples of corporate mis-gov-

ernance in Asia involving lending for kickbacks, connected

lending and unlawful activities by the board chairman. He

said that in the United States, passive or negligent directors

were major factors in 90 percent of failed banks in 1990 to

1991.

43. He presented his prescriptions for good governance  in

terms of: (i) selection of directors, (ii) composition of the

board, (iii) task orientation of directors, (iv) conduct of direc-

tors, and (v) constitution of board committees. Selection of

directors should be by nomination committees under a sound

selection process based on traits, credentials and ability to

commit time to the company rather than just being part of an

“old boys” network. The board’s composition should be a ma-

jority of independent directors with independence being de-

fined by the criteria of Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-

tion and CalPERs in the United States. All bank directors

should receive a governance manual containing a job descrip-

tion and a charter of expectations. Directors of banks should

lead by example, express opinions without inhibitions, and

emphasize risk management focussed on strategic and policy

issues. Mr. Mathur emphasized the need for directors to fo-

cus on  intellectual capital and to evaluate their own and the

CEO’s performance.

44. He identified the required board committees in banks

and discussed the critical roles they perform. These commit-

tees constitute the structure of internal controls for banks. The

committees are: (i) Governance Committee which is com-

posed of mostly independent directors; they obtain indepen-

dent advice to monitor bank governance systems and consider

CEO succession, (ii) Audit Committee to track the indepen-

dence and performance of external auditors, (iii) Compensa-

tion Committee to ensure alignment of directors’ compensation

with shareholders’ return, (iv) Compliance Committee to en-

sure that compliance with the code of ethics starts with direc-

tors, and (v) Risk Policy Committee to establish prudent

lending and investment policies, and standards and procedures.

The tools for external controls are found in the legal duties of

directors, supervision by the central bank, shareholder activ-

ism, public listing requirements and anti-corruption legisla-

tion, to name but a few sources identified by Mr. Mathur. He

closed the presentation with a summary of the governance

aspects in terms of CAMEL-IN-A-CAGE, representing the

usual financial criteria for banks. CAMEL augmented by IN-

A-CAGE, an acronym that stands for Independence, Nomi-

nations committee, Audit committee, Compensation &

compliance committees, Accountability, Governance commit-

tee and Ethics.

45. During the open forum, the participants raised several

questions. One asked about the optimum size of a bank board.

Mr. Mathur suggested a range from 9 to 12 directors. The

lower limit is to encourage diversity of ideas and the upper

limit, to make the board manageable. Another question was

whether a bank is effective in monitoring a company that has

to shed many workers in order to remain a viable debtor. Mr.

Mathur said that reduction in workers may save a company,

save some jobs and possibly reduce bail-out costs to the gov-

ernment, if the bank itself fails. Participants asked questions

about Mr. Mathur’s Camel-in-a-Cage model particularly how

to evaluate banks and whether there should be differences

across countries and between the governance of banks and

non-financial companies. Mr. Mathur said that evaluation in-

volves using judgment, especially involving qualifications and

traits of directors. He said that there could be differences in

the application of the model depending on the countries’ cul-

ture and other factors. However, he pointed out that in the

end, one should review the real merits of a bank’s directors

objectively because in a global and internet environment, the

truth will come out very soon. Mr. Mathur said that gover-

nance criteria of banks are basically the same as industrial

companies but differ critically in terms of the fiduciary re-

sponsibility of a bank’s directors to its depositors. This as-
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pect of banking heightens the problem of governance because

failure of a bank is costly for the entire country, given the

high costs of bank bailouts.

The Asian Crisis and Corporate
Governance

46. Dr. Larry H.P. Lang gave a presentation on the Role
of Corporate Governance in the Asian Crisis and Lessons
Learned. He started his presentation  with a question on why

the Asian economies are no longer considered good any more

after the crisis. He said that his lecture concentrates on under-

standing the Asian corporate sector’s performance before the

crisis. He started by showing that real returns were high for

the Philippines and Thailand, moderately high for Indonesia,

Malaysia and Taipei,China and low for Hong Kong, China,

Japan, Korea and Singapore. Investment growth rates were

high in Indonesia, Korea and Thailand, at moderate levels in

Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore and low for Hong

Kong, China, Japan and Taipei,China. The degree of lever-

age was high for Japan, Korea and Thailand, at moderate lev-

els for Hong Kong, China and Indonesia and low for Malaysia,

the Philippines, Singapore and Taipei,China. He showed that

all countries have low long-term debts as a proportion of their

total debts. He noted that Korea has the highest share of for-

eign short-term debts, followed by Malaysia and Thailand.

The Philippines and Taipei,China have the largest share of

domestic long-term debt.

47. Dr. Lang then focused on corporate ownership and valu-

ation. Tracing ownership to the ultimate shareholders shows

that families still owned very significant shares of publicly-

listed companies in most Asian countries except Japan. Fam-

ily-based shareholders then enhance their control by such

means as: (i) pyramid ownership structures, (ii) cross hold-

ings, (iii) having classes of shares with different voting rights,

(iv) appointment of managers who are linked to the control-

ling owners, and (v) direct control by the ultimate owners.

He illustrated how pyramid structures cause a disparity in cash

flow rights and control rights from the viewpoint of ultimate

shareholders. He presented a summary of the types of control

preferred by corporate sectors of countries, noting the impor-

tance of management appointees of the controlling owner,

direct control by the dominant owners and pyramid structures,

in that order. In all Asian countries, there is a significant dif-

ference between cash flow rights and control rights due to the

use of pyramid structures.

48. During the open forum, participants made several com-

ments that were concurred with by Dr. Lang.  A participant

commented that the “Asian miracle” was real because returns

on assets were healthy both in nominal and real terms. These

countries showed high investments growth and high profit-

ability for more than 10 years. Dr. Lang said that institutions

like the World Bank recognized even then that Asian compa-

nies borrowed too much and expressed concern about the large

share of foreign short-term debts in the case of Korea, Ma-

laysia and Thailand. However, since earnings easily covered

interest costs, they wrongly concluded that high leverage were

acceptable because of good profits. A participant commented

that corporate governance problems associated with Asian

companies were raised only after the crisis. He expressed

concern that being a reaction to the crisis, recommended re-

forms may be too severe.

49. Professor Leslie Young, Asia Pacific Institute of Busi-
ness, Chinese University of Hong Kong, gave a presenta-
tion on Post-Crisis Corporate Restructuring in Asia and
Its Impact on Corporate Governance Structures. He spoke

on post-crisis restructuring by explaining his model for inter-

preting the restructuring process. He expressed the view that

he found the process of reforms in the Asian crisis similar to

the religious crisis in Europe during the period called the Ref-

ormation that set the stage for Western capitalism. He out-

lined the basic process of Asian crisis and reforms as following

the sequence of: (i) initially successful governance structures,

(ii) generation of surplus, (iii) emergence of crony capitalism

and expropriation of surplus, (iv) abuse of access to financial

instruments and institutions through pyramids and captive

banks, (v) over-investments by controlling shareholders with

political connections with an intention to expropriate proceeds

of investments, (vi) moves by foreign investors to scrutinize

corporate actions, (vii) mass exit of outside shareholders and

creditors, (viii) collapse of the nexus of expropriation, i.e.,

the company itself, and (ix) reforms in corporate governance.

He saw this process as having a counterpart in early Christian

Europe when ecclesiastical corporations gathered wealth to a

point of over-indulgence.  It caused a minority group to leave

the organization and consequently, the organization called for

reforms within the organization itself.

50. Prof. Young said that the roots of the Asian crisis are

found in the way Asian business has evolved in comparison

with their Western counterparts. Asian companies have re-

jected some Western ideas and institutions while accepting

others. Although somewhat stylized, Asians have rejected

Western concepts of democracy, law and free trade and re-

placed them with authoritarian governments, business net-

works and export promotion, respectively. Asians have

accepted that performance is the basis for legitimacy of gov-

ernment, the need for strong civil service and business rela-

tionships based on trust. He said that structural differences

and problems exist between Asian and Western companies.

They differ in the areas of macroeconomics, personal portfo-

lios and corporate finance. Asians have high savings rates but

are generally inefficient in capital allocation while the reverse

is true in the West. Asians save in real estate, are dependent

on credit financing and do not rely on the stock market, un-

like in the West.

51. The prevalence of family corporations is distinctive in

Asia. Prof. Young said that it comes from limited capital within

the family, leading to the formation of corporate pyramids

and acquisition of banks and subsequently to expropriation

of wealth of minority shareholders and depositors of banks.

In perverse cases, this cycle results in high family but low

social return, over-investment and unredeemable liabilities.
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Overall, Prof. Young summarized the Asian experience as

being successful in the products markets but a failure in fi-

nance. In the goods markets, Asian products were exposed to

international competition unlike the corresponding financial

markets which were insulated from the world. Goods and la-

bor were allocated efficiently unlike the distorted financial

markets that mispriced risk and created perverse incentives.

He believed there were no cases of product market manipula-

tion unlike in the Asian financial markets where the payoffs

for financial market manipulation were high and the political

costs low.

52. Professor Young closed the presentation with an inten-

sive discussion of necessary reforms. He said that the ob-

jective of the reform program should be to limit abuse by

controlling shareholders and to enable minority sharehold-

ers and creditors to forestall and punish expropriation and

value-destroying investment. His proposals were in four ar-

eas. First, he recommended that the burden of proof be

shifted to the controlling shareholders in cases of fraudu-

lent intent involving violation of covenants, disclosure regu-

lations and related party transactions, among others. A second

recommendation is to diminish the voting power of parent

companies (i.e., up the pyramid) when there is a proven

fraudulent intent on the part of such parent companies. A

third controversial recommendation is to eliminate the rights

of limited liability of controlling shareholders when there is

proof of fraudulent intent and then to enable creditors and

minority shareholders to obtain the personal assets of the

controlling shareholders. Finally, Prof. Young proposed to

reduce the difficulties of organizing dispersed minority

shareholders by removing impediments to class action suits

and allowing lawyers to pursue shareholder cases on con-

tingent fee basis.

53. During the open forum, several participants agreed with

Professor Young’s observations that controlling sharehold-

ers are in a position to expropriate minority shareholders. In

countries like India, it was pointed out that the remedies

similar to those proposed by Prof. Young have been put in

place.  A participant commented that in some countries, mul-

tiple companies are put up to avoid taxes rather than to ex-

propriate minority shareholders. Prof. Young responded that

his definition of expropriation includes government as a vic-

tim. Another participant was concerned about the possible

implication of eliminating limited liability. He said that it

may imply that government should favor partnerships rather

than limited liability companies. Prof. Young replied that

because of poor supervision and accounting, it is necessary

to re-examine the concept of limited liability companies. Fi-

nally a participant commented that it is difficult to restrict

the voting rights of controlling shareholders in practice. Prof.

Young responded that he has not thought out the practical

feasibility of his recommendation. He said that his contri-

bution is to point out the need to curtail the immense voting

power of large shareholders because the institutions and laws

that curb their powers in Western countries are not present

in Asia.

Corporate Governance in Asia Following
Crisis: Where do we go from here?

54. This session was organized around a panel discussion.

The Chairman opened the session with an explanation of the

aims of the panel presentation and discussions. He noted that

the panel is composed of private sector representatives from

professional and industry associations and companies them-

selves. He wanted to emphasize the need for a first-hand per-

spective by these institutions and companies of the Asian

crisis. In the process, he said, the workshop participants should

observe whether the current thinking about the causes of the

crisis are relevant to their countries and whether prescribed

reforms are in line with the experience of companies in Asia.

55. Mr. Marie Muhammad from Indonesia remarked

about the absence of “advance warning” on the state of the

governance of Indonesian companies becoming an important

issue in the first place. In this regard, he asked whether exter-

nal monitoring institutions should have a joint responsibility

for the crisis. He described the cataclysmic effects of the cri-

sis on the political and social fabric of Indonesian society.

This aspect, he pointed out, has been largely ignored during

discussions of the economic and financial consequences of

the crisis. He thought that external institutions and creditors

do not have a moral commitment to the people that are af-

fected by the crisis. He suggested that the reform and eco-

nomic adjustment process should consider the social and

political adjustments that have to take place in a country deeply

affected by the crisis like Indonesia.

56. Being president of a subsidiary of a publicly-listed hold-

ing company, Mr. Jorge Yulo from the Philippines consid-

ered himself in a position to offer a firm-level perspective on

the Asian crisis. He started out by explaining that the control-

ling family shareholders of the holding company brought in a

team of professionals like him after the holding company went

public. The professional team went on to review the invest-

ments and reduce the high level of debts of the company. Mr.

Yulo considered the crisis as a joint problem of debtors as

well as creditors. Against a capital of P1 billion, the company

had debts of P1.6 billion of which only P300 million was

secured. Management realized that the company over-bor-

rowed and needed to reduce debts. Interest rates went up to

more than 32 percent during the height of the crisis and oper-

ating income was less than interest charges.

57. He pointed out that even as the company borrowed more,

banks did not scrutinize the company and the credit officers

they dealt with did not seem to understand their business. In

the end, his team implemented a fast turnaround. They recog-

nized that the crisis was an occasion to carry out difficult de-

cisions, such as cutting staff costs and re-organizing around

core products and markets. Management even reduced the

workforce by 40 per cent.  Revenues in 1998 were back to

1997 levels but with fewer people, indicating improvement

in productivity. Similar to the experience of the country in

1980s, management learned lessons in improving efficiency
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and manpower productivity. He believes that less government

is better, even in crisis.  He said that it is sufficient to have a

few good policies that are properly implemented. Mr. Yulo

suggested that banks should also look more closely at a

company’s governance. It is easy for unscrupulous manage-

ment to shirk from its responsibilities under the credit agree-

ment when business crises occur. In summary, he said that a

company’s owners management value system is key to guid-

ing management in its difficult task of restructuring its opera-

tions.

58. Mr. Eddie Gunadi from Indonesia, speaking from a

perspective of an internal auditor and  as Head of the Institute

of Internal Auditors in Indonesia, explained that internal au-

ditors generally report to the CEO. The Institute he heads is

promoting good governance in corporate as well as govern-

ment institutions. He believes that good governance depends

heavily on the quality and character of directors and their quali-

fications.

His institute has made the following recommendations:

● accountability – the Indonesian Capital Market Committee

(BAPEPAM) should require listed companies to appoint an

audit committee in a manner consistent with international

best practices

● information on corporate governance rules; investors need

to be informed on reforms in corporate governance

● transparency in the nomination of directors and commis-

sioners

● review of bank secrecy codes to allow auditors to look at

customers of banks

● reform governance of state-owned enterprises (SOE) – start

with appointing professionally qualified directors of SOEs

● education of people regarding the legal framework of busi-

ness

59. Mr. Michael Kim from Korea expressed his views as a

representative of the Federation of Korean Industries. He

pointed out that the crisis resulted from too much interven-

tion by government in businesses. He agreed that Korean com-

panies over-invested under a weak corporate governance

system and were not transparent. He believes that the goals

of reforms should be better governance and more transpar-

ency. He expressed concerns that government might strictly

enforce a single model of governance reforms when it is clear

that there is divergence between U.S. and European models.

He noted that legislation in Korea appears to follow the U.S.

model as illustrated by mandated audit committee and a mini-

mum number of independent auditors. He emphasized the need

to change the environment for corporate governance through

a more efficient capital market and stricter enforcement of

accounting rules. He considers these external reforms as su-

perior to formal requirements because they enable investors

to evaluate companies correctly.

60. Dr. Rajat M. Nag, Manager, Financial Sector and In-
dustry Division West, ADB, Moderator for the Session
wrapped up the panel discussion by highlighting the key points

raised by panel members. He noted that Mr. Muhammad saw

corporate governance as a global effort and the crisis was a

“wake-up call”. He saw Mr. Yulo as calling for more respon-

sibility on the part of controlling shareholders and a reliance

on sound core values. He saw a relationship between those

factors and the need for a “moral compass” in drawing up

reforms in corporate governance. Dr. Nag noted that Mr.

Gunadi proposed that greater transparency be enforced though

audits to measure progress in corporate governance. He saw

that Mr. Gunadi finds a need for government to solve its own

governance problems. Dr. Nag noted that Mr. Kim is propos-

ing less rules and regulations because companies do not nec-

essarily change when faced with formal requirements. He saw

that Mr. Kim viewed stock market-based rules as real reforms

because they make investors evaluate companies more di-

rectly. Dr. Nag closed his comments by stating that ADB is

also grappling with the issue while pursuing it along the ar-

eas of corporate ownership, minority shareholder protection,

external monitoring, capital market development and broad-

based regulatory structures.

61. Comments and questions were raised during the open

forum. A participant asked whether any international institu-

tions really anticipated the crisis. He noted that in Indonesia,

the government completely underestimated the central im-

portance of banks in the economy. Another participant in-

formed the group that in Korea, foreign investors basically

drive corporate governance reforms. Immediately after the

crisis, the chaebols were called upon to reduce their debt lev-

els. Foreign investments were a way to refinance debts, re-

cover fast and avoid recurrence of the crisis. But foreign

investors do not want to invest unless there are real reforms

in corporate governance. A participant asked to what extent

free market policies could be adopted in countries with a low

level of investor appreciation and understanding of complex

issues, such as pyramid and cross-holding structures. After

all, he noted that even in countries with a better-educated

populace, banks do not understand the business of their cus-

tomers. Mr. Yulo proposed that for this reason, protection of

minority shareholders through the SEC and stock exchanges

be aligned with international best practices. Mr. Kim agreed

that minority shareholders should be given protection through

more government intervention if investors have a low level

of awareness of governance issues.

Capsule Country Reports: Latest Experiences

62. The Workshop Chairman Dr. Raj Chhikara for  this Ses-

sion explained that the session is intended for the participants

in the different countries to inform others about the status of

corporate governance in their countries and to express their

opinions about the relevance of proposed corporate gover-

nance reforms to their countries. He said that one of the im-

portant outcomes of the Workshop is that it gives participants

the opportunity to join a network of researchers and practitio-

ners involved in corporate governance reforms. While giving

a time limit to the presentations, Dr. Chhikara reminded the

participants about the format of the presentation that will con-
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sist of three parts: (i) assessment of the country’s corporate

sector and legal framework, (ii) identification of key issues

and problems, and (iii) recommendations for reforms in cor-

porate governance.

A. People’s Republic of China

63. The participant from PRC outlined his country’s corpo-

rate sector and regulatory structure. The China Securities

Regulatory Commission (CSRC), established in 1992, super-

vises the nationwide securities system including the stock

exchanges in Shanghai and Shenzhen. The stock market grew

rapidly in 1997 and 1998 with market capitalization reaching

more than 7 per cent of GDP in 1998. Shares in PRC are di-

vided into tradeable and non-tradeable shares. By end-1998,

non-tradeable shares constituted about two-thirds of all listed

companies’ equities of which more than half is owned by the

government. There are several classes of investment shares

in PRC: Class A for domestic investors and Class B for for-

eign investors. There are 851 companies listed in the two ex-

changes, most of which have issued Class A shares. Companies

have raised substantial amounts by issuing Class A shares

especially in 1997 and 1998. By end-1998, 106 companies

had issued Class B shares for a total of US$4.7 billion.

64. Securities intermediaries in PRC include securities

houses, law and accounting firms, asset appraisal firms and

investment advisory firms. The CSRC, jointly with the rel-

evant authorities, grants licenses to all intermediaries engaged

in securities activities. By end-1998, there were more than 39

million registered investor accounts, of which 155,800 are

institutional investors and the rest are individual accounts.

Six closed-end securities investment funds began operations

in 1998, each capitalized with RMB2 billion with an invest-

ment life of 15 years. In 1993, Chinese companies began list-

ing their shares in foreign stock exchanges. By end-1998, 43

Chinese companies have been listed of which 31 were in Hong

Kong, China, 8 in dual listing in Hong Kong, China and New

York, 2 in dual listing in Hong Kong, China and London, and

1 in Singapore. Companies raised more than US$10 billion

in these foreign listings.

65. The issues in PRC regarding corporate governance re-

sult from limited experience of companies and regulators with

the market system. Basically, entire systems have been set up

from scratch and operating only from 1992. Regional eco-

nomic environments are separate from the corporate sector.

State-owned enterprises constitute a major sector and need to

be reformed. Ownership reform in SOEs could greatly ex-

pand the market and the corporate sector. However, a trans-

formation of SOEs into efficient enterprises would not happen

unless the government adopts a modern enterprise system

where there is separation of functions between government

and enterprises. The financial structure of SOEs, being pres-

ently weak and highly leveraged, needs to be reformed. Other

areas requiring urgent reforms are related to establishing the

basic infrastructure for a modern market such as: (i) a unified

market system for goods and services, (ii) improvement in

the legal system, (iii) improvement in intermediary services,

(iv) a system for allowing entry of technology for industrial

innovation and upgrading, and (v) development of manpower

and financial services professionals.

66. PRC still needs to address the fundamental problem of

choosing the appropriate economic model to guide its devel-

opment before it could deal with the question of corporate

governance. Nevertheless, the CSRC has instituted measures

to improve corporate governance, including: (i) pre-exami-

nation of shareholdings and ownership structure of compa-

nies issuing shares under an initial public offering, (ii) drafting

model articles of incorporation for listing of companies, (iii)

setting up guidelines for holding of annual shareholders’ meet-

ing, (iv) setting up of disclosure rules, (v) implementation of

listing requirements regarding reporting of current financial

status and related-party transactions, and (vi) giving guidance

to companies on corporate control issues.

B. India

67. The participant from India gave an overview of the state

of the corporate sector in India and issues in corporate gover-

nance. India has a fairly developed capital market and estab-

lished laws governing the operation of companies.  Support

structures are fairly mature, especially the banking system, a

judicial system and availability of professional accountants

and lawyers. After a short period of shift to a centrally-regu-

lated regime in the 1950s, the corporate sector in India has

moved toward a competitive, market-based structure. The

corporate sector consists of about 80 per cent closely-held

companies and only 20 per cent held by public investors. Only

10 per cent of companies account for 90 per cent of the mar-

ket capitalization of the stock exchanges. Listed government-

controlled companies are large, accounting for 30 per cent of

stock market capitalization. The capital market is fairly large,

with market capitalization amounting to about 45 per cent of

GDP even with low per capita income. Financial institutions

are passive shareholders. Dominant groups of companies in

India tend to have high leverages.

68. Based on its English common law heritage, India has a

strong legal framework for corporate governance. The Com-

panies Act of 1956 allows public scrutiny of the register of

shareholders, requires reporting of quarterly financial results

and vests directors with fiduciary duties. Most provisions

needed for minority shareholder protection are present in

India’s legal provisions. While the legal framework is sound,

problems do exist due to poor bankruptcy procedures and re-

strictions of voting to those physically present. The legal sys-

tem suffers from poor quality of judicial resolutions, primarily

because many courts do not write their decisions well. A take-

over code has been in place since 1997 with a favourable

impact on minority shareholders. The banking framework is

built upon tight supervision of commercial banks with a move-

ment toward universal banking. Group structures are a defin-

ing element of Indian corporate governance environment. As

such, groups constitute a sizeable share of listed companies.
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Complex cross shareholdings persist, driven by tax consider-

ations. There is a trend toward unwinding cross shareholdings

due to tax reforms and entry of technology stocks in the mar-

ket. Listing requirements require disclosure of shareholding.

69. There are sufficient disclosure requirements but a main

weakness is the absence of consolidation principles and lack of

disclosure requirements on related-party transactions. Boards

have full-time and non-executive directors. Most companies

do not have independent directors. Reforms in directorships

came with the Code of Corporate Governance introduced in

1998. Among the requirements of the Code are: (i) a minimum

of 6 board meetings a year, (ii) independent directors to consti-

tute 30 to 50 per cent of the board members, depending on

whether the chairman is executive or not, (iii) limiting the num-

ber of directorships that a director can accept to 10, (iv) stron-

ger disclosure requirements to the board and to shareholders,

and (v) mandatory audit committees for large companies. Over-

all, there is a trend in the Indian corporate sector toward more

stock market-based controls rather than regulatory approaches.

Part of the impetus for corporate governance reforms in India

comes from the success of many technology companies in In-

dia.  The success of these technology-based companies clearly

demonstrated the role of a globalized stock market in reward-

ing companies that are competitive, transparent, and managed

within an internationally accepted governance system.

C. Indonesia

70. Workshop participants from Indonesia explained that

their Company Law governs limited liability companies and

requires a two-tier board system – commissioners who super-

vise management and directors who manage the company.

The provision is intended to guard against self-dealings by

management. The Capital Market Law provides for the tasks

and responsibilities of key agencies such as the Capital Mar-

ket Supervisory Agency, the stock exchange and the Clearing

and Depository Agency. This law regulates all financial insti-

tutions involved in securities market transactions, from in-

vestment companies to investment advisors and support

institutions. It also regulates reporting and auditing proce-

dures, transparency requirements, insider trading rules and

all investigations with administrative and legal penalties.

71. There are many weaknesses in the Indonesian corporate

governance system as revealed in the Asian crisis. The Com-

pany Law does not specify the responsibilities of directors

and commissioners and does not provide guidelines on the

appointment of auditors. Judges are not trained to review cases

involving corporate businesses. Accounting standards nomi-

nally follow IAS but compliance depends entirely on the in-

tegrity of management.  Government monitoring is limited to

listed companies. Disclosure requirements are weak and

heavily dependent in practice on the quality of auditors and

“whistle blowers”. Shareholder protection needs improvement

both on the legal provisions and in actual implementation.

Company registries of shares are based on one share one vote

but non-voting shares revert back to management. Further,

monitoring of compliance and timely recording of informa-

tion are weak. These are also weaknesses in the structure and

independence of the Capital Market Supervisory Agency

(BAPEPAM) that need to be addressed.  BAPEPAM is not

currently in a position to discipline directors and commis-

sioners.

72. Indonesia needs extensive and urgent reforms in corpo-

rate governance. What is urgently needed are improving the

legal infrastructure, maintaining good governance in banks

and improving bank regulation and supervision. Required

changes in the Company Law include consolidating the roles

of several government agencies to streamline company regis-

tration process, strengthen the capacity of judges in the courts

and establishing an independent regulator to monitor compli-

ance in corporate governance laws. Companies need to com-

ply with accounting and auditing standards that should be

specified and supervised by a government agency. There is a

need for better disclosures through stronger disclosure rules

and reporting requirements. There is a need for an institu-

tional strengthening of the BAPEPAM to enable this agency

to monitor management practices of listed companies and to

discipline erring directors and commissioners of such com-

panies. Finally, the Indonesian workshop participants saw a

need for voluntary adoption of an Indonesian Code of Best

Practices in Corporate Governance and to re-orient directors

and commissioners in this area.

D. Korea

73. Workshop participants from Korea presented a compre-

hensive report summarizing the origins of Korea’s corporate

governance structures and current reforms. Korea’s histori-

cal high growth rates resulted from a strong government role

and an export-oriented strategy. This gave rise to growth in

certain industries and the chaebols dominating the Korean

corporate landscape. Korean companies have highly concen-

trated ownership and control structures whether for small

companies or for chaebols. The larger chaebols are involved

in cross-shareholdings. The pyramid structure is common in

business groups in Korea, with core companies playing the

role of holding companies observed in other countries as well.

Korean companies operate under inadequate and minimal dis-

closure regimes. Accounting and auditing practices in Korea

still do not meet international standards.

74. Competition in product markets is too weak to discipline

Korean companies. Because of the large size of chaebols, there

is a belief that they are not vulnerable. Failing companies

within the group will remain viable with collective support

from the group. Past government bailouts, lengthy bankruptcy

procedures and underdeveloped markets for control contrib-

uted to the unwillingness by Korean companies to improve

their governance systems. Financial institutions provided

funds to Korean companies but did not monitor their corpo-

rate debtors’ management. The basic reasons are government’s

intervention in their policies and management to support in-

dustrial development policies of the government and the close
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linkage between banks and chaebols.  Minority shareholders

could not intervene because the legal system does not em-

power them to take corrective measures against an entrenched

management. Board directors, being elected by majority vote,

are practically accountable only to controlling shareholders.

In summary, Korean companies are characterized by a strong

influence by controlling shareholders and minimal legal pro-

tection for minority shareholders. Because there were no ex-

ternal controls either from the stock and debt securities markets

or creditor banks, there were no constraints for controlling

shareholders to maximize their own wealth rather than all

shareholders’ value.

75. Reforms in Korean corporate governance systems are in

progress. To enhance transparency and quality of financial

information, chaebols are now required to submit combined

financial statements beginning FY1999. Listed companies are

required to submit quarterly financial statements along with

heightened disclosure of stock price-sensitive information. To

strengthen market discipline, the government will soon liber-

alize the market for mergers and acquisitions. Hostile take-

over by foreigners is now possible. To strengthen the internal

monitoring of corporations, the government expanded the role

of the board of directors. Companies must now get outside

directors and cumulative voting system can result in repre-

sentation of minority shareholders on the board. The govern-

ment moved to strengthen shareholder rights by reducing the

minimum shareholdings required for shareholders to file de-

rivative suits, request dismissal of directors or internal audi-

tors, inspect books and take other monitoring actions. The

government also allowed institutional investors to exercise

their voting rights beginning in 1998. There are signs of grow-

ing shareholder activism in Korea, suggesting that minority

shareholders can be control agents once empowered by ap-

propriate legal provisions. Another significant reform is the

increase in ceiling for foreign equity ownership from 26 to

55 per cent of outstanding shares. Foreign shareholders serve

to alert management of the need to follow sound governance

practices and greater transparency.

76. The presentation concluded with an observation that

Korea’s corporate sector appears to be on its way to imple-

menting reforms in corporate governance systems with expected

benefits in terms of gaining investor confidence, mobilizing

capital and increasing firm value. At the same time, the presen-

tation emphasized that the process requires an adjustment for

management, shareholders and stakeholders to the new envi-

ronment. It was further recognized that there is a need for bal-

ance in development of internal and external control systems

for promoting sound corporate governance practices in Korea.

E. Nepal

77. The participant from Nepal presented an overview of the

corporate sector, aspects of corporate governance and reform

measures in Nepal. Liberalization policies that government

adopted in the 1990s in Nepal promoted private sector in-

vestment and financial intermediation. As a result, Nepal’s

corporate sector grew at faster rates. Corporate ownership

remains family controlled with minority shareholders own-

ing only in the range of 15 to 40 per cent of publicly-listed

companies. There are no significant institutional investors.

Some foreign joint ventures in the banking sector resulted in

better governance in that sector with investors getting better

returns under better disclosure practices. The major source of

finance remains bank credit and promoters’ equity capital. In

terms of performance, banks and other financial institutions

are doing better than companies in the manufacturing sector.

78. The Company Law and Securities Exchange Act of Nepal

contain provisions relating to corporate governance. By law,

companies must submit annual reports and price-sensitive in-

formation to the stock exchange. However, in practice com-

panies do not submit their financial statements on time.

Generally, the laws appear adequate but compliance is very

weak because of poor government monitoring and supervi-

sion. The legal infrastructure of Nepal is insufficient for ef-

fective enforcement even on known cases of non-compliance

by companies.  The priority areas for reforms in corporate

governance in Nepal are to improve the legal and institutional

infrastructure, improve enforcement of existing laws, and in-

crease awareness among investors, management and stake-

holders of the benefits of good corporate governance practices.

F. Pakistan

79. The participant from Pakistan presented the country re-

port for Pakistan. He started with an historical background of

Pakistan’s corporate sector, followed by problems in gover-

nance and institutions and current reforms initiated by gov-

ernment. Up to 1972, nearly all corporate entities in Pakistan

were held by about 25 business families or groups. Large-

scale nationalization in the 1980s dispersed these groups but

then investments stopped. Later the government exerted ef-

forts to reverse the effects of nationalization and returned most

of the companies in the nationalized industries to their origi-

nal owners. In the 1990s, an era of growth started that coin-

cided with a boom in textiles but the investments were not

rational and could not be sustained. There were  similar growth

periods in the cement and the sugar industry. Generally the

bad experience in these sectors limited the growth of the cor-

porate sector in Pakistan. Investors participated in stocks dur-

ing the stock market boom of 1994 to 1995 that soon went

bust when a recession hit industries. Investor confidence in

the stock market has been damaged because of this boom-

bust cycle.

80. A regulatory milestone in Pakistan was the creation of

the Securities Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) in

January 1999. The current drive of the new government to

recover loan defaults signalled to businessmen a change in

the corporate and banking culture in Pakistan. Until the cre-

ation of SECP, the Company Law Authority was not effective

in regulating the corporate sector. While the provisions ap-

pear nominally acceptable, implementation has been totally

deficient. SECP has embarked on full enforcement of the pro-
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visions of the Company Law including reporting requirements,

related-party transactions and auditing regulations. In the

banking sector, the State Bank of Pakistan is the regulator of

banks and Modarba companies (a type of mutual fund). State

Bank has an established set of prudential regulations that banks

follow effectively.

81. The issues regarding corporate governance in Pakistan

come from the ownership and control of Pakistan’s compa-

nies in a few families. For example, the institution of audits,

whether external or internal, is seriously compromised in Pa-

kistan because owners themselves are in control of corporate

resources and records. Financial institutions have not been

effective in monitoring companies because they tend to be

content with their collateral. Minority shareholders are pow-

erless and do not have a basis for making petitions against

management.  SECP has been active in recent months in terms

of implementing sound corporate governance practices. It has

taken up the cases of 175 companies that have not been gen-

erating returns to shareholders in the past 3 to 5 years. It has

initiated liquidation of three dozen companies and investiga-

tions of some of these companies for possible malpractices.

It is imposing penalties for delays in holding of annual gen-

eral shareholders’ meetings and failure to submit financial

statements to shareholders. Complaints are being filed with

the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan against au-

ditors with deficient audit reports. In one case, SECP itself

initiated penalty proceedings against an audit firm.

82. Reforms in corporate governance need to consider the

situation on the ground and the history of bad investor expe-

rience in Pakistan but with a new direction as shown in the

recent experience. First, changes will take time and has to

deal with historical realities regarding the dominance of a few

family owners. Second, internal corporate control systems

should take priority over external market control systems.

Regulations on auditing and transparency are easier to com-

municate and to supervise by competent authority.  Policies

to build the capital markets take time to implement. Third,

the SECP should be at the center of the reform measures be-

cause it is a relatively fresh institution. Untainted by past his-

tory of improper conduct of companies and regulators in the

corporate sector, SECP has made headway in terms of rigor-

ous and fair implementation of existing laws in Pakistan.

G. Philippines

83. Workshop participants from the Philippines presented the

Philippine country report. They reviewed the historical devel-

opment of the corporate sector, the governance characteristics

and problems of the corporate sector and made recommenda-

tions that use the principles discussed during the Workshop.

The Philippines had a history of failed political systems and

economic policies over two decades (1970s to 1980s). A politi-

cal crisis and a change in government in 1987 resulted in a

restructuring of Philippine institutions, rehabilitation of the fi-

nancial system and privatisation of government-owned com-

panies. The country experienced its first period of sustained

growth and political stability in 1990 to 1997. Corporate earn-

ings were among the highest in Asia during that period. The

banking and financial system was stable and sound. The coun-

try regained its credibility and status in the international debt

securities market when it successfully re-negotiated its official

credit facilities in 1992. By then, the corporate sector had re-

stored its sound financial position and was operating under

market-oriented industrial and trade policies. When the Asian

crisis came in mid-1997, the corporate sector was in a rela-

tively strong financial condition and  lessons learned in a simi-

lar previous crisis help the country to weather the crisis better.

In summary, the good performance of the corporate sector in

the 1990s and especially during the crisis suggests that even

with family-based and concentrated ownership structure, the

sector could perform relatively well. It is an indication of the

general level of competence of the board directors that are domi-

nated by controlling shareholders.

84. It is common practice for large shareholders to establish

groups of companies for efficient coordination of their busi-

nesses and for tax purposes. Philippine company sharehold-

ers and managers learned from past experience that those who

maintain strong capital and liquidity have the best chances of

survival in a crisis. As a policy, Philippine companies finance

expansion with internal funds and equity raised from share-

holders. Only if they require additional funds do they resort

to borrowings. Some companies ensure that they have equity

reserves from shareholders. Because Philippine financial cri-

ses in the past were characterized by high interest rates, com-

panies wanted to be in a position to pay off their debts by

liquidating assets and drawing on equity reserves. Even when,

as in the current crisis, interest rates are low, companies do

not expand and reduce their borrowings. Such policies are

also a way of holding off creditors from interfering in man-

agement through loan covenants and threats of liquidation of

collateral. Thus prudent financing policies learned from past

experience explain why the Philippines was not hit hard by

the Asian crisis. However, the same prudence might also be a

reason why the Philippines is not likely to recover as fast as

other countries that have increased their investing activities.

The Philippine case shows that unlike other Asian corporate

sectors, concentrated family ownership is not necessarily as-

sociated with risky financing choices.

85. The legal and regulatory structures of companies are de-

fined by the Corporation Code. It has sufficient provisions re-

garding corporate governance, as the Code is patterned after

U.S. laws. However, implementation needs to be strengthened.

The Central Bank regulates lending by banks to companies,

the most pertinent of which are the single borrower’s limit of

25 per cent of bank capital, the prohibition of lending to direc-

tors and officers, and setting of limits on loans to real estate

and construction companies. The Philippine Stock Exchange

requires compliance by listed companies with its rules espe-

cially on full disclosure of material information.

86. The corporate governance problems in the Philippines

are the following: (i) independent directors are not mandated

by law, (ii) weak compliance with disclosure requirements,
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(iii) lax implementation of laws protecting minority share-

holders, (iv) duties and responsibilities of directors are not

specified by law, (v) interlocking directorships are allowed

by law, (vi) legal liability of directors are not defined, (vii)

the selection process for directors is not transparent, and (viii)

high taxes and transaction costs of public listing that also cause

“backdoor” listing (new company buying a non-operating

listed company). The recommendations that match these prob-

lems are self-explanatory. They include enforcement of laws

especially those concerning disclosure and minority share-

holder rights, strengthening of regulations concerning selec-

tion, conduct and performance of directors and reduction of

taxes and enhancing the infrastructure for listing of quality

companies and protection of investors.

H. Thailand

87. Workshop participants from Thailand presented the Thai-

land country report. They gave an overview of the main weak-

nesses of corporate governance in Thailand as one

characterized by lack of transparency and reliable financial

information even for management and more so for investors

that led companies to make imprudent decisions and financ-

ing in a risky way. Since most publicly-listed Thai companies

were built from family businesses, controlling shareholders

and management are family members. Family ownership tends

to ensure commitment of shareholders to long-term value but

also makes it conducive for insiders to take advantage of out-

side shareholders. Outside investors do not have an active

role in the governance of companies in Thailand. In the past,

if there is any fraud or misconduct in a Thai company, out-

side investors just sell their shares rather than initiate law-

suits or seek redress. This means that existing legal protection

for minority shareholders have not been effective. Control-

ling shareholders appoint management, thus eliminating the

check-and-balance mechanism present in U.S.-type corpora-

tions. Independent directors do not have a significant influ-

ence and may not even be truly independent.

88. Thai companies prefer bank debts for financing their ex-

pansion and operations because controlling shareholders do

not want to dilute their degree of control by issuing shares.

This policy places banks in a position to influence compa-

nies’ governance. However, in the past, due to lax supervi-

sion, banks were more concerned with expanding their assets

rather than in conducting due diligence on borrowers. Many

banks based their loan approvals on collateral. Consequently,

inflated prices of real estate assets during the boom cycle fu-

elled further loan growth. Banks based their loans on internal

management financial statements that differed from audited

financial statements, suggesting that incorrect audited finan-

cial statements are the norm rather than the exception. Banks

gave short-term loans that companies used to finance expan-

sion, a practice that misled them into conducting less due dili-

gence work and requiring less collateral, if any.

89. The regulatory and legal frameworks for Thai compa-

nies are reflected in provisions of the Public Company Act,

the Civil and Commercial Code and the Securities and Ex-

change Commission Act. They define the minimum principles

of good governance by specifying the required practices of

fairness, accountability, disclosure and transparency.

The weaknesses of the present laws regarding governance

are as follows:

● absence of definition of director responsibilities for care

and honesty

● no economic incentives for shareholder lawsuits against di-

rectors engaged in misconduct because the proceeds from

penalties resulting from lawsuits against a director goes to

the company and not to shareholders who initiated the law-

suit

● weaknesses in the treatment of related-party transactions

● absence of any assurance that shareholders have received

sufficient information for annual meetings

● inability of shareholders to call for a meeting or to add

agenda items in annual meetings

90. The government has initiated major reforms since the

crisis. These reforms are aimed at strengthening the board of

directors, getting banks to be better monitors of companies,

improving disclosure and transparency and improving the le-

gal framework. Measures concerning board of directors that

are under implementation or being proposed are: (i) setting

up of an audit committee with at least 3 independent direc-

tors and a nominating committee to set up a transparent pro-

cess for election of directors, (ii) increasing the number of

independent directors to one-third of the board, (iii) requir-

ing the audit committee to review internal controls, reliabil-

ity of financial statements and related-party transactions, and

(iv) issuance by the stock exchange (SET) of a code of best

practice for directors with the requirement that any non-con-

formity with the code be disclosed in the annual report. To

encourage banks to look at debt servicing ability of compa-

nies, the Bank of Thailand requires banks to stop accruing

interest on loans that are delinquent for more than three

months. Bank regulators are improving their supervision of

the governance of banks to determine their degree of pru-

dence in approving loans.

91. To improve disclosure and transparency, the SET and

SEC require companies to report material information with

specified minimum content, format and time period for sub-

mission. Companies are now required to submit audited quar-

terly and annual financial statements that conform with

generally accepted accounting principles and are audited by

auditors accredited by SEC. Penalties were enforced for any

disclosure of incorrect, incomplete or ambiguous informa-

tion. Expanded distribution of information through documents,

electronic means and investment advisors improves access

by investors to timely information. Reform measures in the

regulatory framework are required in terms of specifying the

minimum responsibilities of directors, management and au-

ditors, recognition of shareholders’ rights, penalties for non-

compliance with provisions of the law, and recourse in the

law by shareholders affected by misconduct of directors and
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management. While awaiting amendment of laws, voluntary

adoption of good governance practices could proceed start-

ing with the setting up of the Institute of Directors in early

October 1999.

I. Viet Nam

92. Workshop participants from Viet Nam presented the

country report for Viet Nam with emphasis on the observa-

tion that the country is a newly emerging market economy

rather than an established free enterprise system like the rest

of countries represented in the Workshop. The government

moved from a predominantly centrally planned economic

system to a market economy (with a socialist orientation) only

in 1987. State-owned enterprises (SOEs), under the

government’s concept of market economy with a socialist

orientation, dominate the economy. Because of the poor per-

formance of SOEs, economic growth has slowed down. The

government has been trying to improve this sector. Banks are

likewise directing their credits to SOEs.

93. Viet Nam has a Company Law that contains basic provi-

sions found in the law in other countries. There is a small

corporate sector consisting of about 200 small and medium-

scale enterprises (SMEs) that account for about 25 per cent

of GDP and the work force. This sector has grown in number

but has not yet realized its full potential for contribution to

the economy. Viet Nam’s concerns in corporate governance

are directed toward SOEs rather than SMEs. Government

focusses its reform measures in SOEs in terms of decreasing

their numbers by transforming them to equity companies (still

100 per cent government-owned) under the new Enterprise

Law as a first step toward eventual privatisation and making

SOEs operate under hard budget constraints through elimina-

tion of special privileges.

Conclusion

94. Dr. Raj Chhikara, the Officer-in-Charge of this capacity

building workshop, closed the Workshop by calling on Dr.

Jungsoo Lee to award the certificates of attendance and to

deliver the closing remarks. In closing the Workshop, Dr. Lee

emphasized that the Asian crisis gave a sense of urgency to

the issue of corporate governance. He said that there is now a

compelling need to develop appropriate strategies to

strengthen corporate governance and to prepare Asian firms

to effectively meet the challenges of a global economy in the

new millennium. He expressed a hope that the lessons im-

parted during the Workshop could be useful in the future work

of  participants in their home countries. Dr. Lee expressed

ADB’s commitment to further pursuing corporate governance

reforms in partnership with the participants’ institutions and

to supporting future activities that address issues discussed in

the Workshop.
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